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Introducing our new air program, Flights by Celebrity.
Book your clients a complete Celebrity Cruises trip,
including air travel and you’ll enjoy:

Your clients enjoy premium benefits:

HIGHER RETENTION RATES: 95% of guests don't cancel
or change their cruise reservations when they purchase air
at the time of booking, plus they remain with you throughout
the entire transaction.
PEACE OF MIND: You never have to worry about changes
to your clients' flights, because we take care of everything
for your clients to ensure they get to their destinations—and
back home again.
ONE RESERVATION: Both cruise and air itineraries are kept
in one location, making your clients' trips much easier to
maintain and manage.

POINTS

Choose your clients' favorite airlines (and the
flights they want) and they earn points with
their airlines' loyalty programs.

PRICE

Our Lowest Airfare Guarantee means your clients
get the best value in air travel with 24 hours to find
a lower price, with ABSOLUTELY NO BOOKING
FEES. Benefits no other cruise line offers.

PROTECTION

Flights by Celebrity Specialists provide 24/7
service and monitor flights to ensure your
clients arrive to their ship.

“On my last cruise with Celebrity I chose to try out Flights by Celebrity. The representatives did a great job explaining the benefits of the
program. I’m a seasoned traveler and have flown many times without an issue. However, on my last cruise my flight was canceled due
mechanical problems with the aircraft. I quickly called their guest flight team and they had my flights re-booked with an alternate airline and
got me in just in time to make it to the ship. Without their commitment I would have missed out on my cruise. I will always book my flights
with Celebrity from now on” - Ken H.
“Flights by Celebrity is such a great program. I love being able to bundle my entire trip into one package. Celebrity has such a great product
and being able to handle all aspects within one company has made my trip planning process much easier.”. - Gwen
“We booked Flights by Celebrity last year for our Mediterranean cruise. Tampa to Washington DC to Rome. Flight delays caused us to miss
our connecting flight.... Celebrity quickly re-routed us to a later flight to DC......sent us to Munich......then on to Rome... we made the ship with
minutes to spare. Next time. We will fly in a day early, but. we will book again using Flights by Celebrity! - Janet W.
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GROUP AIR
REQUEST FORM

Group Air Support Desk: 800-636-2440 • Emergency Travel Team: 800-256-6649 or 305-539-4107
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